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Toronto ER Doctor’s Personal Testimony

M

y name is Mark Trozzi. I am a medical doctor; I graduated in 1990 from The University
of Western Ontario. I have been practicing
Emergency Medicine for the past twenty-five years, and
am a veteran critical resuscitation instructor. I was on
call in multiple emergency units since the onset of the socalled “pandemic”, until February 2021,
including one ER designated specifically
for COVID-19.
What follows is my observations and
opinions; I am bound by my personal and
religious convictions to speak openly and
honestly. I do not have authority to tell
you “the truth”, but I will share my honest
experiences, perceptions, and digests of
hundreds of hours of research on the subject of covid-19.
At the onset of this “pandemic”, I was
cautious, and hence meticulous, with N95
mask use, hand washing, social isolation
and distancing etc. I studied coronavirus
science and was deeply involved in many
emergency department drills to modify our practice in profound ways to deal
with the “killer virus” we were advertised.
However, various things soon made me
consider that we were being deceived and
manipulated. Here are a few

listened to her often-bizarre dissertations to Canadians
regarding covid-19.

My Perception of the Situation
I perceive that at every level, hospital administration
has had no apparent choice, other than to submit to the

Look at this study performed in Wuhan itself, which
shows that the virus was done there by June 1, 2020 just
two months after their brief lockdowns ended, and no
one was spreading it, not even the very few people with a
positive PCR “test” (and they were not sick):
https ://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-02019802-w

China
I noticed that after China’s theatric
lockdown, they quickly went back to business as usual, while all our economies
were frozen; they gained tremendous
control over the world’s marketplace. It
seems a great, though evil, strategy!

Political Manipulation of Health
Care Workers

The First Wave
The “first wave” of the “pandemic”
was absolutely the quietest time in my
career. I have worked very hard and been
very busy over the past twenty-five years in ER. However,
both in my regular ER and my “COVID-19 designated”
ER, there were almost no patients, and almost no work.
I had multiple, long ER shifts without a single patient.
Meanwhile, when I would go to the local grocery store,
the propagandized public, God bless them, would usher
me to the front of the antisocial distance line, thanking me for everything I was going through as a front-line
emergency doctor. They believed that the ER’s and hospitals were full of patients dying from covid, and that I must
be exhausted and at risk of dying myself from exposure.
I began contacting doctors and friends all over Canada
and the US, and found the same pattern: empty hospitals, and propaganda saying that they were full of patients
dying of covid.

endless top-down roll out from governments, of questionable new rules, protocols, and procedures. My honest conversations with co-workers about my research and
observations, became a problem. Caught in this quandary, an important administrator who I greatly respect,
told me that “my thoughts made others uncomfortable,
and made it difficult to keep everyone motivated and
compliant” with all the new protocols and restrictions.
Sympathetic to the sad situation, I maintained my clinical position by promising to “bite my tongue any time
I thought I was going to speak about COVID-19” in the
hospital. This was ultimately ethically impossible for me,
and by mid-November I began winding down my ER
work, and resigned from all my ER’s by mid-February,
to avoid conflicts between my social, legal, and ethical
responsibilities; and the hospitals which I am fond of.

Early Investigation

Have I Ever Seen a Covid-19 Patient?

Early in my studies, I investigated zinc and hydroxychloroquine, which based on sound physiology, may
genuinely help those rare persons who get very sick with
this cold virus. I was surprised that this treatment was
simply brushed aside and dismissed by most of the medical community.

In my emergency department work, I have never seen
a patient sick with COVID-19; I have seen some positive
PCR tests in asymptomatic people, and watched people
be imprisoned in their own homes and isolated from
family and friends. My research into the PCR test has
convinced me personally that it is misleading, manipulatable, and being used to drain endless taxpayer’s
money and future debt, to dramatically enrich the very
criminals running this scandal. My province alone has
performed ~50,000 PCR tests daily. Meanwhile our federal government is bringing in hundreds of thousands of
doses of potentially dangerous experimental injections of
modified viral genetic material, calling them “vaccines”,
and having the military manage them. Is this reasonable
for a predominantly mild and non-fatal viral illness?

Early Concerns
Researching the World Health Organization, of the
UN, I learned that the Chinese dictatorship (PRC) had
propped up communist and disreputable “Dr” Tedros, as
the head of the WHO. I learned how the PRC had been
involved in: the virus release; the cover up for weeks; the
disappearing and suppression of honest Chinese doctors and scientist; the spreading of the virus to the world
(sparing Beijing where the PRC elite live); and dramatic abuse of the Chinese people in their well-timed lockdown, which was filmed and transmitted to the world to
create the panic that herded all of us into surrendering
our economies and civil rights.

Information Suppression?
I have watched the suppression of doctors and scientists who performed serum antibody studies, whose findings showed that the virus was much more widespread,
yet generally nonfatal, and asymptomatic or very mild
in most cases; and that in many regions we had likely already achieved natural herd immunity by summer
2020.

Foxes Guarding the Henhouse
I learned how Canada’s chief public health officer
Dr Tam, is also on the oversight committee of the WHO
with Dr Tedros making her, I think, a double agent. I have

I perceive that many things we learned
in medical school about infectious disease have been brushed aside and
replaced by constantly expanding lists of
— to-me-often-strange — mandates by
public health officials. Doctors, nurses,
and teachers are especially important to
the success of this COVID-19 deception,
as we are leaders in society and people
trust our advice. So, it is no surprise that
I have found free speech and thought
have been very suppressed in our ranks.
Rather than endure the punishments of
dissenting, we can choose to experience
the short-sighted perks like extremely
quiet days in the ER, replacing our traditional hands-on work with Zoom sessions from home
and accessing a variety of new COVID-19 billing codes. At
one point, I was offered a position making more money
than I normally make working in a busy ER, to just stay
home and be available in case the covid swabbing nurse
needed to video conference with me.
There are many positive and negative motivators
being used to manipulate Canadian doctors, nurses
and teachers, to inadvertently participate in this grand
covid deception; but this is destroying our society. To
use a Titanic metaphor: “even the luxury suites on the
Titanic end up at the bottom of the ocean when she
sinks”. Also, much of what is being done, including the
experimental viral genetic injections, seem to violate the
Nuremberg code regarding medical experimentation
with full informed consent by the participants.
Doctors and nurses face tough decisions. My career
as an emergency physician had always provided me an
opportunity to practice my religious and ethical beliefs of
honesty and kindness, while making a good living. Now
maintaining the career I love would require participating
in the deception, violating my oath and spiritual beliefs,
and in my opinion committing crimes against humanity
as defined by the Nuremberg Code.
I empathize with all my fellow doctors and nurses. We
are all victims of the covid abuse.

Deeper Investigation
I researched and perceived how corrupt oligarchs
seem to have planned this crime against humanity.
This planning included Event 201 which was a simulation of a corona pandemic conducted by the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation, the World Economic Forum
and Johns Hopkins University in October 2019; and the
Rockefeller Foundation’s 2010 Viral outbreak simulation
planning called “Operation Lockstep”. Both these projects
described how a viral outbreak would be used to bring in
an authoritarian system with the loss of our human rights
and freedoms. I also observed how their cohorts in big
tech like Google, Facebook, Twitter and YouTube worked
See, ‘A Doctor’s’ p. 11
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Vaccine Casualties: Is The CDC Hiding The Real Numbers?
By Tea Lynn Moore and Dale Hawkins

A

s of May 14, 2021, in the US, 227,805 COVID vaccine adverse events, 12,625 COVID vaccine hospitalizations, and 4,201 COVID vaccine deaths
have been reported to VAERS… but the true number may
be magnitudes higher.
The Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System (VAERS)
is the post-marketing surveillance system the FDA asks
healthcare professionals to report adverse vaccine events
to. The system is passive, meaning: when a healthcare
professional recognizes a connection between an adverse
event and a vaccine, the report is only made when they
choose to take the time out of their day to record it.
In 2010, Harvard Medical School was granted $1 million by the US Department of Health and Human Services
to investigate VAERS to see how efficient it is and to create
a new automated monitoring system. They analyzed data
by creating an automated system within their own Harvard
Medical System. Their report, titled: Electronic Support for
Public Health – Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System
found that “fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are
reported to VAERS.”
As brilliantly efficient as Harvard’s newly created automated system was, it was never adopted by the country as planned. As Harvard stated in their final report,
“Unfortunately, there was never an opportunity to perform system performance assessments because the necessary CDC contacts were no longer available and the CDC
consultants responsible for receiving data were no longer
responsive to our multiple requests to proceed with testing and evaluation.” So basically, upon learning of how
few adverse vaccine reactions were actually reported to
VAERS, the CDC (whose job it is to monitor disease and
adverse reactions) chose not to accept a solution to the
under-reporting problem.
Ten years later, despite the US government promising
they would have a better safety monitoring system (known
as BEST) up and running time for the COVID jab (it’s still
in the “developmental stages”), the problem of fewer than
1% of adverse vaccine events being reported persists.
According to VAERS, there’s only 4.7 cases of anaphylaxis per million doses of the Pfizer vaccine and 2.5 cases
of anaphylaxis per million doses of the Modena vaccine.
But an article in JAMA found a wildly different result. The
article, titled Acute Allergic Reactions to mRNA COVID-19
Vaccines, studied Mass General Brigham employees who
received their first dose of an mRNA COVID-19 vaccine
(half received Pfizer and half received Moderna). Of the
52,805 participant employees who received their COVID19 vaccine, they found that “98% did not have any symptoms of an allergic reaction after receiving an mRNA vaccine. The remaining 2% reported some allergic symptoms”
however, severe reactions consistent with anaphylaxis
occurred at a rate of 250 per million -100 times the VAERS
rate!
So, now it appears VAERS only catches roughly 1%
of anaphylactic reactions to the COVID mRNA vaccines
-despite the fact that anaphylaxis is a reaction that is quite
easy to spot (since the symptoms are severe) and easy to
link to the vaccine (since symptoms typically arise within
30 minutes of the jab). The blood clotting disorder linked
to the AstraZeneca vaccine, known as VITT, is also quite
easy to catch since the condition does not occur naturally
(previously the condition was only seen in gene therapies
and as a reaction to certain medications). But what about
complications that are less easy to spot? Heart inflammation, dementia, and infertility are all conditions that some
experts suspect a COVID-19 vaccine may trigger. The slow
onset of some conditions, along with the passive reporting
system currently in place, may mean these complications
won’t come to light in time.

Not only does the CDC seem uninterested in uncovering the true number of adverse vaccine reactions, the CDC
also appears to have little interest in learning of the true
effectiveness of the vaccine.
The CDC has been recording “breakthrough infections,” which are cases where a person tests positive for
SARS-Cov-2 ≥14 days after they have completed all recommended doses of a COVID-19 vaccine. According to the
CDC, the data is recorded to “help identify patterns and
look for signals among vaccine breakthrough cases.”
For a long time, we’ve known that actual vaccine breakthrough numbers are likely higher than reported, as the
surveillance system is passive and relies on voluntary
reporting from state health departments, and may not
be complete. In addition, some breakthrough cases will
not be identified due to lack of testing (since most people
don’t continue getting tested after they’ve been vaccinated). But recently, the “breakthrough” infection” numbers
have been under-documented for an all-new reason.
Effective May 14, 2021, the CDC announced a change
to their criteria in reporting breakthrough cases. According
to a statement on the CDC’s website, the agency said to
help “maximize the quality of the data collected on cases
of greatest clinical and public health importance” it will
stop recording COVID breakthrough infections unless
they result in hospitalization or death (whereas unvaccinated individuals who test positive for COVID-19 still
count as a “case” even if they are asymptomatic).
Additionally, in April of this year, the CDC issued new
guidance to laboratories recommending a reduction
of the PCR test’s Ct (cycle threshold) value to 28 cycles

(from 40 cycles), but only for fully vaccinated individuals
being tested for COVID.
Both changes will result in lower overall numbers of
reports of “breakthrough cases” in the U.S.
The change in Ct value, for instance, will make the tests
wildly less sensitive for vaccinated people, while keeping the tests overly sensitive for unvaccinated people.
According to the European Journal of Clinical Microbiology
& Infectious Disease, patients who test positive with a Ct
above 33 are not truly infected (meaning they are not contagious or symptomatic, and carry barely any virus). An
investigative piece by The New York Times revealed that
90% percent of people testing positive did not test positive
until after 30 Ct (meaning 90% of “cases” carried barely any
virus or were false positives.) So, the CDC’s decision will
artificially deflate the amount of “breakthrough cases” (by
well over 90%) in comparison to unvaccinated individuals.
It is quite clear that the CDC has a goal of decreasing
vaccine hesitancy in the general public by creating the
illusion that the COVID-19 vaccines are performing better
than they truly are. We keep hearing from officials that the
vaccines are “safe and effective,” but how could we possibly know this when the CDC seems concerningly disinterested in recording both adverse vaccine reactions and
vaccine efficacy. The truth is: we don’t know much about
these vaccines and the system is set up in a way that prevents us from uncovering true numbers.
It may be that people are not getting vaccinated
“because science,” they are getting vaccinated “because
$cience.”

The Tale of 3 Gatherings
By Andrew Rouchotas

W

diligently to keep the protestors
separated and enforced the importance of allowing peaceful protests in
Canada. Ironically, this segment did
not have a single mention of COVID
or public health.
The third segment was focused
on a massive gathering at a no
appointment required vaccine clinic in Toronto. 1000’s and 1000’s of
people aggregated and lined up to
receive their vaccine. The crowd was
so large that the wait time could
exceed 1-2 hours. This gathering
was of course shown as righteous,
and presenting zero threat to public
health and safety. The audience was

encouraged to come out and join
Ironically enough, the masses will
read the above, and will both not
understand what point I am trying
to make, as well as, personally insult
me for even daring to make such a
point.

atching CP24 this past
weekend, I witnessed the
brain washing psychosis
that is our state-controlled propagandist media. Live and in real time.
There were three protests/gatherings
in Toronto and they were shown in
You can listen to Andrew Rouchotas’
back-to-back to back segments. The
podcast about this topic at https://
media was able to eloquently demch1.ca/the-jackals-are-out-in-full-force/
onstrate their ability to propagandize completely conflicting narraAndrew Rouchotas is the CEO of
tives while the masses freely accept
Cartika (www.cartika.com) and the
the contradictions and narratives
founder of the CH1.ca free speech
presented.
platform.
The first segment was about the
“dangerous” freedom protests. A police constable
joined the segment to discuss how dangerous these
peaceful protestors were with
respect to public health and
safety and COVID safety protocol. He assured the viewers
that such activity will not be
tolerated and arrests will be
taking place over the coming
days and weeks.
The second segment discussed the sometimes violent Israel/Palestine protests
in Toronto. Despite some
hate-inspired unruliness
police didn’t threaten the citizens or disperse the massive An estimated 20,000 people came out to call for an end to the lockdowns at
crowds. They instead worked Queen’s Park, Toronto on Saturday, March 15, 2021.
Photo by: Seth Vane
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Declaration Of Canadian Physicians
For Science And Truth

W

e are a broad and diverse group of Canadian
physicians from across Canada who are sending out this urgent declaration to the Colleges
of Physicians and Surgeons of our various Provinces
and Territories and to the Public at large,
whom we serve.
On April 30, 2021, Ontario’s physician
licensing body, the College of Physicians
and Surgeons of Ontario (CPSO), issued
a statement forbidding physicians from
questioning or debating any or all of the
official measures imposed in response
to COVID-19.
The CPSO then went on to threaten
physicians with punishment – investigations and disciplinary action.
We regard this recent statement of
the CPSO to be unethical, anti-science
and deeply disturbing.
As physicians, our primary duty of
care is not to the CPSO or any other
authority, but to our patients.
When we became physicians, we
pledged to put our patients first and
that our ethical and professional duty
is always first toward our patients. The
CPSO statement orders us to violate our
duty and pledge to our patients in the following ways:
1. Denial of the Scientific Method itself: The CPSO
is ordering physicians to put aside the scientific method
and to not debate the processes and conclusions of science.
We physicians know and continue to believe that
throughout history, opposing views, vigorous debate
and openness to new ideas have been the bedrock of

scientific progress. Any major advance in science has
been arrived at by practitioners vigorously questioning
“official” narratives and following a different path in the
pursuit of truth.

2. Violation of our Pledge to use Evidence-Based
Medicine for our patients: By ordering us not to debate
and not to question, the CPSO is also asking us to violate
our pledge to our patients that we will always seek the
best, evidence-based scientific methods for them and
advocate vigorously on their behalf.
The CPSO statement orders physicians for example,
not to discuss or communicate with the public about

The Little Church That Could
By Michael Van De Weghe

T

he Church of God and Pastor Henry Hildebrandt
are no strangers to controversy. Over the years
Pastor Hildebrandt has dealt with Children’s Aid
Society and local law enforcement in Aylmer Ontario
where the church resides. With mixed feelings from
the community, the Church and its pastor continue to
exercise their religious freedom as granted under the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
As the covid-19 pandemic struck Canada and our
governments sought actions to curb this communicable disease they instituted several laws that restrict
the fundamental freedoms that all Canadians enjoy.
The Church of God and several other churches across
Canada stood up and said “No. This is unacceptable!”
Freedom of religion is a fundamental right and a founding principle in the development of this great nation.
Despite the notwithstanding clause, section 33 of the
charter, and its clear guidelines on the infringement of
our rights, the federal and provincial governments have
passed legislation
and issued public health orders
contrary to the
notwithstanding
clause. It’s as if no
one told the government how this
worked. The only
power they have
is given by we the
people when we
elect them. They
answer to us — the
citizens and the
citizens have stood up and said the lockdowns, restrictions, and excessive, unlawful, and immoral fines have
got to go.
Public health officials, like the brown shirts of 1930s
Germany, have declared war on private businesses and
the churches of Canada; especially those who hold fast
in their right to be in business and those whose belief
and faith are strengthened by worship and fellowship.
Across the country several churches, their pastors,
elders, leaders, and the congregates themselves have
been arrested, fined, and attacked. Artur Powlowski and
his brother, Street Church Ministries, Calgary, Alberta –
Arrested, fined, and their garage burned down. Pastor
James Coates, Grace Life United, Spruce Grove, Alberta

— Arrested, fined, detained in jail for over a month,
and along with Associate Pastor Jacob Spenst of Grace
Life — had their church confiscated and fenced off.
Pastor Tim Stevens, Fairview Baptist, Calgary, Alberta–
Arrested after an unlawful Emergency Order was altered
to exclude the general public. Pastors and elders at
Weston Christian Fellowship, Halifax, Nova Scotia fined
over $11,000 and their congregation fined $2,422 each
for attending church. Pastor Jacob Reaume and elders at
Trinity Bible Chapel in Waterloo County, Ontario along
with 47 members all fined and their church ordered
closed by the courts. Pastor René Mcintyre of Trumpet
of Truth Church, Woodstock, Ontario – Fined. Pastor
Aaron Rock, Harvest Bible Church, Windsor, Ontario —
Fined. Street Preacher David Lynn of Toronto, Ontario
— Arrested and charged with Causing a Disturbance
after being assaulted by passersby. Word of Mouth
Mennonite Church, Colony Mennonite Church, Charing
Cross Church, all throughout Chatham-Kent and Essex
Counties, Wheatly, Leamington, and Dresden, Ontario
has all had members fined.
While
these
attacks on Christian
Churches and antilockdown protests
across the country is appalling the
health authorities
and police services ignore the wilful
and blatant protests
of other religious
services leading
us to believe the
intent is to target
Christianity within
Canada. Many Canadians see this hypocrisy and can
longer stand idly by while this discrimination continues. They are calling for the end of the infringements on
our rights.
Pastor Henry Hildebrandt, along with MP Derek
Sloan, MPP Randy Hillier, Kristen Nagle, a nurse who
was fired for organizing a No More Lockdowns protest,
and thousands of others have taken to the streets
to publicly state that they do not approve of these
draconian measures or the immoral and unlawful
infringement of our rights. Pastor Hildebrandt has taken
to the political stage to carry his message of freedom
and unity for Canadians; he is a powerful speaker who
See, ‘Nothing’ p. 9

“lockdown” measures. Lockdown measures are the subject of lively debate by world-renown and widely respected experts and there are widely divergent views on this
subject. The explicitly anti-lockdown Great Barrington
Declaration (gbdeclaration.org) was
written by experts from Harvard,
Stanford and Oxford Universities and
more than 40,000 physicians from all
over the world have signed this declaration. Several international experts
including Martin Kuldorf (Harvard),
David Katz (Yale), Jay Bhattacharya
(Stanford) and Sunetra Gupta (Oxford)
continue to strongly oppose lockdowns.
The CPSO is ordering physicians to
express only pro-lockdown views, or else
face investigation and discipline. This
tyrannical, anti-science CPSO directive
is regarded by thousands of Canadian
physicians and scientists as unsupported by science and as violating the first
duty of care to our patients.
3. Violation of Duty of Informed
Consent: The CPSO is also ordering
physicians to violate the sacred duty of
informed consent – which is the process by which the patient/public is fully
informed of the risks, benefits and any alternatives to
the treatment or intervention, before consent is given.
The Nuremberg Code, drafted in the aftermath of
the atrocities perpetrated within the Nazi concentration camps – where horrific medical experiments were
performed on inmates without consent – expressly forbids the imposition of any kind of intervention without
informed consent.
In the case of the lockdown intervention for example, physicians have a fiduciary duty to point out to
the public that lockdowns impose their own costs on
society, including in greatly increased depression and
suicide rates, delayed investigation and treatment of
cancer (including delayed surgery, chemotherapy and
radiation therapy), ballooning surgical waiting lists
(with attendant greatly increased patient suffering) and
increased rates of child and domestic abuse.
We physicians believe that with the CPSO statement
of 30 April 2021, a watershed moment in the assault on
free speech and scientific inquiry has been reached.
By ordering physicians to be silent and follow only
one narrative, or else face discipline and censure, the
CPSO is asking us to violate our conscience, our professional ethics, the Nuremberg code and the scientific
pursuit of truth.
We will never comply and will always put our
patients first.
The CPSO must immediately withdraw and rescind
its statement of 30 April 2021.
We also give notice to other Canadian and international licensing authorities for physicians and allied
professions that the stifling of scientific inquiry and
any order to violate our conscience and professional pledge to our patients, itself may constitute a crime
against humanity.
Below is a copy of the notice issued by the CPSO on

their twitter account:
(https://twitter.com/cpso_ca/status/1388211577770348544)
The College is aware and concerned about the
increase of misinformation circulating on social
media and other platforms regarding physicians who
are publicly contradicting public health orders and
recommendations. Physicians hold a unique position of trust with the public and have a professional responsibility to not communicate anti-vaccine,
anti-masking, anti-distancing and anti-lockdown
statements and/or promoting unsupported, unproven treatments for COVID-19. Physicians must not
make comments or provide advice that encourages
the public to act contrary to public health orders and
recommendations. Physicians who put the public at
risk may face an investigation by the CPSO and disciplinary action, when warranted. When offering opinions, physicians must be guided by the law, regulatory standards, and the code of ethics and professional
conduct. The information shared must not be misleading or deceptive and must be supported by available evidence and science.
This declaration can be found & supported online at:
CanadianPhysicians.org
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Canadian Doctors Speak Out
Top reasons NOT to be afraid of covid
INTRO:

ASYMPTOMATIC TRANSFER:

Dr. Stephen Malthouse MD (British Columbia)
Welcome to, Canadian Doctors Speak Out. We’re going to give you the top reasons
not to be afraid of Covid.
When we hear the word covid or coronavirus, we now instinctively reach for a mask
or look around to see how we can protect ourselves and our families. No place really
seems safe, but as Canada medical doctors, we’re going to tell you what the best science
now has to say and we think you will be pleasantly surprised.
On the TV we hear cases, cases, cases, which would frighten anyone, but cases are
not necessarily symptomatic people. The vast majority have few or really no symptoms
of being sick. They just have a positive PCR swab test. Research now shows that the PCR
test is practically worthless. Only 3% of patients with a positive test actually have the
covid virus. People have died. Yes, that’s true, but using case numbers gives a false picture of what is really going on.
Here is a graph showing the covid cases reported each week in Canada. Even I get
frightened looking at this graph. But now let’s put the weekly deaths on the same chart.
Where are all the deaths that we would expect to follow the cases curve? Something is
really fishy here.

Dr. Patrick Phillips MD (Ontario)
So back in April we knew so little about covid and this led us to take a lot of extra
precautions including adopting the idea that healthy people can spread disease. This
is known as asymptomatic spread and that’s a very scary thought. Now however, over
10 million cases have been studied and evidence is rapidly emerging both from Wuhan
and the University of Florida showing that asymptomatic and pre-symptomatic spread
are negligible to non-existent.
This is a game changer. This means that we can take our lives back and go back to the
time tested advice I’ve always given my patients when they have a virus. If you’re sick,
stay home and the rest of us can be free to live our lives.

T CELL IMMUNITY:
Dr. Caroline Turek MD (Ontario)
We have great news. Do you know that many of us are already immune to SARS
COV-2 due to cross-reactive t-cells? A T-sell is just another immune cell that helps our
body fight infection. At the beginning of the pandemic, SARS COV-2 was considered a
novel Coronavirus meaning that none of us were immune to it and all of us were still at
risk for infection. However, immunologists and virologists worldwide have studied and
found that 30% to 50% of people already have pre-existing immunity to SARS Cov-2
from pre-existing circulating t-cells. This pre-existing immunity is due to prior exposure from other corona viruses such as the common cold. So the problem with testing
for covid immunity is most of the tests are serum antibody tests. But this doesn’t look
at our t-cell response and antibody levels decline over time but we still have our t-cells
to protect us.
Many, many of us are more protected than we realize from covid from our t-cells.
This is exciting news because we are closer to herd immunity than we realize.

KIDS & COVID-19:

Let’s look at yearly deaths in Canada from 2001. It’s pretty hard to show that we’ve
even had a pandemic. The slight increase in 2020 was probably due to an aging
population.

Dr. Neda Amani MD (Ontario)
We have heard a lot about how children are covid super spreaders. Terrified, we have
shut down our schools, covered our children’s beautiful faces with masks and stopped
them from playing with one another.
Many teachers are too scared to even step foot into a classroom, but the science
shows that none of this is warranted. If children do get covid-19, they might not even
show any symptoms, and if they do they’re usually mild and they’re not the drivers of
the pandemic. Epidemiological data shows the disease follows a much milder course
in children compared to adults. Since the pandemic began, only four people under the
age of 19 have died with covid in all of Canada. That’s four out of eight million children
and teenagers.
By comparison, 10 children died of influenza in the 2018 to 2019 flu season.
Influenza has killed more children annually than covid-19.
An overwhelming number of peer-reviewed studies now show children, especially those under the age of 10, are not a significant factor in the transmission of covid.
Studies in the UK, Australia, Switzerland, France and Norway have shown that there is
minimal child-to-child and child-to-adult transmission in schools.
A study in The Lancet also showed that closing schools was never medically warranted. A German study of parents and their children showed that parents are way more
likely to infect their children rather than the other way around.
When we look at the large and growing body of scientific evidence, we can put the
fear behind us and let our children be children again. They can go to school, play, be
with their friends and do the things they love. It’s time we give our children their life
and childhood back.

PREVENTION:

But aren’t our hospital intensive care units overloaded with covid patients? If we
look at the Ontario Intensive Care Unit data, there are fewer patients in the ICU in 2020
than in each of the previous three years. The CDC’s own data compares covid to the seasonal flu. In children, covid illness is so mild their death rate is statistically zero.

For people under 50, the infection survival rate is greater than 99.98% and for those
over 70, it is 94.6%. And that is without any early treatment whatsoever, like vitamin D
or vitamin C. So if you’re young, you really don’t have anything to worry about. If you’re
older, but we’re going to give some really great ideas on how to protect your health that
do not include getting a shot with a vaccine.

Dr. Dorle Kneifel MD (British Columbia)
I am not afraid of this coronavirus and you do not need to be afraid either. We’ve
evolved with these respiratory viruses over thousands and thousands of years and
we’ve developed a highly intelligent and very sophisticated immune system. We support and strengthen our immune system when we eat nutritious food, when we engage
in physical activity, when we spend time in nature and feel supported by life.
Vitamin D is a critical nutrient for our immune system. When we supplement with
vitamin C, with zinc, with magnesium, our immune system is primed and ready to go.
In spite of sub-optimal diets and widespread vitamin D deficiencies, most people who
encounter the coronavirus do not require hospitalizations but are able to manage their
symptoms at home.
I myself had covid-19 11 months ago, and I responded to the early viral symptoms
the way I always do. I took vitamin D, 60,000 international units each day, until the
symptoms were gone. It took two days. The fact that I am here talking to you is proof
that our bodies know what to do.

TREATMENTS:
Dr. Bill Code MD (British Columbia)
I have more than 40 years experience practicing medicine here in Canada and at least
30 of those have been as a specialty anesthesiologist with the FRCPC. Anesthesiologists
are well accepted as clinical pharmacologist by other physicians because we know the
risk-benefit ratio about drugs. In addition, safe and long-experienced use of older drugs
can be very useful in combating a new problem such as covid.
With this in mind and reviewing the literature, I treat my patients with early covid19 with quercetin, zinc, vitamin C & vitamin D. If you’re able to get a prescription,
hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin. In addition, I have used Ivermectin for postcovid symptoms with some success. If needed, oxygen supplementation with nasal
specs, often based on what your personal oximteter, which I recommend, says for you.
In all of the patients that I have treated, this regimen has worked for them and they
have not needed hospitalization. I myself had covid 19 in November last year. Taking
these agents as I’ve listed was incredibly helpful for me and I recovered within 7 to 10
days. In summary, I would like to have you let go of the fear. It does not serve us.
There are many things that we can do for ourselves, and then we’ve got the hospital as back up.
See, ‘Be’ p. 5
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What Does It Mean To Be Healthy?
By Jason Christoff

T

he word healthy is actually “heal-thy”, which in a
nutshell is based on a concept of us healing ourselves. Although we’re supposed to be the guardians of our own health, we’ve been taught that it would be
more effective and more efficient to outsource this personal responsibility to health care professionals.
As we’ve outsourced our health to various systems
and structures over the past 70 years, what outcomes
have manifested in our society? These outcomes can be
measured with precision using published statistics. We
can also apply our common sense, in the form of normal everyday observations. Statistically, the outsourcing
of our health to various institutions, which fly the flags of
health care, has been a catastrophic failure.
Cancer was 1 in 30 in the year 1900. Now half of all
North Americans will encounter cancer in their lifetimes.
This 1 in 2 cancer probability is also travelling quickly
in the wrong direction. These statistics are only getting
worse. Every other disease on record is also growing by
leaps and bounds in the wrong direction. We are officially
the sickest, most dysfunctional and most mentally unstable population to ever walk the planet. A society this sick
and dysfunctional has no chance of perpetuating itself
and yet we continue embracing various systems that continually fail us.
In the year 2000, a commentary article was written by
Dr Barbara Stanfield, MD, MPH. It was published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA, July
26, 2000—Vol 284, No. 4). It came to the firm conclusion
that the US medical system was causing the premature
deaths of 225,000 Americans every year. This translated
to the conventional medical system in the United States
being the 3rd leading cause of premature death, behind
only cancer and heart disease.
A study in the European Union in 2012 came to the
exact same conclusion as well, with preventable medical injuries in hospitals and adverse reactions to medical
drugs leading the way for premature death in that area

of the world. This information is also purposely hidden
from the public. The media doesn’t report it, politicians
don’t warn their constituents and Silicon Valley gate
keepers routinely shadow ban information like this from
their search engine results.
Are we healthy? No, we’re not? Are we continuing
to cheerlead, finance and incentivize these systems that have very little chance of making us healthy? Yes, we are. This illogical behavior is now starting to crack
the very foundations of our civilized
and prosperous society.
Although this story sounds
like it couldn’t get any worse, it
does. It gets much worse. After
the data was released in the
JAMA commentary article in
the year 2000, that data was
quickly reviewed by many concerned citizens. One group of
concerned citizens were Gary
Null, PhD; Carolyn Dean MD,
ND; Martin Feldman, MD; Debora
Rasio, MD; and Dorothy Smith, PhD.
After reanalyzing the data presented
in the JAMA article, it was easy to observe
that some cherry picking and manipulating
of the original data was indeed in play. Reanalyzing the
same data, without prejudice or spin, easily concluded that the conventional medical system in the US was
indeed the #1 cause of premature death. The US conventional medical system was causing the premature death
of at least 783,936 US citizens every year. This concerned
group published all their computations in a book titled,
“Death By Medicine”, released in 2010. Death by Medicine
can now be found free of charge as a PDF using a simple
search of duckduckgo, which is a much more unbiased
and truthful search engine compared to Google.
The second and third leading causes of death in the
United States are heart disease and cancer, in that order.

‘Be not afraid’
Continued from p.4

VARIANTS:
Dr. Stephen Malthouse MD (British Columbia)
Many of us have heard about something that is
designed to scare the living daylights out of you. It’s
something we’re hearing 24/7 pumped through the television set, and that’s the possibility of dangerous variants.
Now, here’s something that will surprise you. One
slight variant was artificially created after a lot of hard
work in a mouse study. The so called variants had never
been found in humans. This was followed by some
papers with mathematical modelling and coding, not real
life observation. This was simply guesswork about spread
and severity, not real research with human beings.
That is the sole foundation of all you’re hearing about
on the TV. Viruses naturally change over time and new
strains emerge. Since the virus cannot live alone but
depends on human cells to live, it makes evolutionary
sense that it will become less dangerous, not more so
over time. If it becomes more easily spread, but less likely to make you really sick, and that is a good natural progression towards herd community.
The covid virus is no different. Over all the time we
have studied viruses, that is what they’ve always done,
adapt to humans as humans adapt to them. We can all
relax since viruses always become less likely to cause
harm as time goes on.

A WAY OUT FOR EVERYONE:
Dr. Stephen Malthouse MD (British Columbia)
When you put it all together, there are so many reasons not to be afraid of covid. When we honestly evaluate the covid evidence and stop being fearful, you can
start living life fully, become a joyful member of our family and community again. Hiding inside your home and
avoiding people... it’s not necessary.
Humans are social creatures and do not do well in
isolation. For one thing, both solitary confinement and
fear are harmful to your immune system. Four hugs a
day are indeed the minimum. So make sure your nutrition is good and don’t forget to take Vitamin D in the winter time to optimize your immune system. 4000 international units is a good daily amount for Canadian adults,
followed by a blood test in about a month to make sure
that’s the right amount for you. Vitamin D is safe, inexpensive and has been shown to boost resistance to viral
respiratory infections including covid.
And remember, the real virus is fear. It stops a person
from thinking clearly. Now is the time to turn off your TV

set and learn how to do some reasoning for yourself. It
doesn’t take a doctor or even a rocket scientist to figure
it out.
Just look out your own front door and see what is really happening. The evidence is clear... you do not need to
be afraid of a little covid virus.
The above was transcribed from a video from The Canada
Health Alliance. You can find references to everything
spoke of on their website at www.CanadaHealthAlliance.
org.

Below is a statement from The Canada Health
Alliance website:
• Based on medical evidence, we call on all levels of government to immediately stop promoting the following measures:
• The use of an inappropriate and misapplied test i.e.
RT-PCR to determine policies
• Mismanagement of hospitals and other medical facilities with unnecessary COVID restrictions
• Lockdowns of businesses
• Closure of churches and other places of worship
• Closure of schools, daycares, gyms and special needs
care centres
• Closure of playgrounds, parks, and other recreational
facilities
• Inordinate and ubiquitous hand-washing with disinfectants
• Mandated and inappropriate physical distancing
• Mandated and inappropriate mask wearing
• Promotion or requirement of COVID-19 vaccination
with inadequately trialed, experimental gene-modifying products
• Mandated and inappropriate social isolation
• Quarantine of asymptomatic people
• Misrepresentation of the COVID situation in the
media
• The use of fear and other psychological manipulation
to coerce the public into following harmful mitigation
measures
• The lack of transparency and accountability of public
health agencies
• The failure to promote evidence based preventative
and therapeutic treatments
• The above measures are not based on any current
medical evidence, research, human safety trials or
on-going evaluations. Further, these policies are in
direct opposition to medical practitioners’ oaths to
do no harm.

When we look at our conventional medical hospitals in
the United States, Canada and the EU etc… it’s easy to
see that an anti-health philosophy is being embraced,
in a way that appears we’re being ruled more by an antihealth cult than legitimate science. In many Canadian
hospitals junk food machines can be found every 800
feet, fast food restaurants are often housed within
our hospital walls or grounds and the hospital food served to patients could make a
maggot turn its nose up and walk away.
All these chemically laced dead antifood like things, found in most hospitals, are also tied directly to cancer and heart disease. In short,
this system seems more interested in producing sickness than
eliminating it.
Is the conventional medical
system doing a good job with
acute care and trauma-based
emergencies, like car accidents
and natural disasters? Absolutely!
This is where modern medicine
shines. Is the conventional medical
system doing a good job leading our
society into better health, regarding the
elimination of chronic disease? Absolutely not.
Statistically, it can be argued that this system is what’s
driving our disease epidemics skyward. If we’re brave
enough to judge real-world results on the street level as
well, most people will come to the exact same conclusion.
It’s time to stop outsourcing the personal responsibility for our health to a system that refuses to look in the
mirror at the complete inversion it has become. A system
of health care that produces a never-ending tsunami of
disease can’t be tolerated, unless that society is founded on inversion and nihilism. If the conventional medical system eventually changes because it develops the
courage to look in the mirror and finally embraces logic,
that’s great. If it doesn’t, it’s time to move on. For anyone wanting to start their own independent and empowered health journey, I would suggest reading the book,
“How to Eat, Move and Be Healthy” by Paul Chek.
Jason Christoff is a Freedom and Health Advocate
jason@freedomfromselfsabotage.com

Websites Of
Interest
Please note, these websites are provided as sources of alternative
information. Druthers does not necessarily agree with all material found
on these sites. Please use your own discretion, yet keep an open mind.
Explore and analyze information and evidence with us. You can visit
druthers.net to get in touch.

vaccinechoicecanada.com
worlddoctorsalliance.com
thehighwire.com
corbettreport.com
pressfortruth.ca
rebelnews.com
randyhilliermpp.com
withpierre.ca
weareallessential.ca
stand4thee.com
awarriorcalls.com
takeactioncanada.ca
brightlightnews.com
gbdeclaration.org
jccf.ca
swprs.org
americasfrontlinedoctors.com
constitutionalconventions.ca
stopworldcontrol.com
evidencenotfear.com
activistpost.com
freedomforumcanada.com
standupcanada.solutions
lauralynn.tv
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“THEY”
Who Exactly is Behind the Psyops?

By Guy Crittenden

A

question commonly arises in discussions about
the COVID psyops and related disinformation
campaigns, in response to claims that they are
doing this and they are doing that: Whether it’s the
manufactured biological crisis,
the weaponized DNA-changing
injections, or (more recently) the
threat of a global cyber attack —
and even a staged alien invasion
— people naturally ask, “Who,
exactly, are ‘they’?”
This is a reasonable — even
crucial — question. The growing number of people questioning the official narrative around
the virus, lockdowns, masks and
social distancing must eventually answer that question, as evidence and also to identify the
perpetrators for prosecution.
We’re not going to get anywhere until people stop dismissing new information as conspiracy theories — spell words that
have dead-ended decades of
convincing research into everything from the JFK assassination’s magic bullet to the collapse
of WTC Building 7 on 9/11. The
Davos set has conditioned people to fence their own thought
process, such that their manipulation of international events and
limit hangout strategies remain
effective. (Limited hangout is a
damage control strategy intelligence agencies use to deflect
public attention from a serious
problem by allowing discovery of a more trivial one.) As
the sterilization and depopulation dimensions of the current inoculation program become known, the oligarchs
will throw minions like Anthony Fauci under the bus to
satisfy public outrage while preserving the identities of
the true puppet masters.
My own journey into figuring out who “they” are began
long before the first crisis actors in Wuhan appeared in
last year’s embarrassingly contrived COVID-19 death
porn. After leaving a salaried media job in 2014 to
become a freelance writer, I heavily researched the clandestine dimension of geopolitics. In the ensuing years
I found myself fighting depression as the walls of social
programming came tumbling down and I learned that
we (the so-called western democracies) are not the good
guys; our intelligence agencies lit the fuse of almost every
war, civil war, coup d’état or secret torture program on the
planet for the past century. JFK was not assassinated by a
lone gunman. The Twin Towers were not brought down
by a guy on a satellite phone in some Afghani cave. And
no, America never landed a man on the moon. (Sorry to
break that to you: please also seek out Stanley Kubrick’s
deathbed confession, the Wikileaks footage, and the
superb 1990s article series “Wagging the Moondoggie” by
Dave McGowan. You’ll be amazed you fell for it.)
When the COVID psyops hit, and (later) the facts
about the “vaccines” killing thousands of people and
injuring hundreds of thousands more, I was primed.
Though I previously thought more in terms of US imperialism than a globalist takeover, I knew agencies of the
state security and surveillance apparatus created almost
every terrorist organization we’ve ever heard of, including the Muslim Brotherhood that the CIA has used for
decades to destabilize the Middle East. I knew the threeletter agencies such as the DHS (which has around
250,000 staff!) are the operational arm of bank and business cartel that ensures global wealth flows into the coffers of a tiny elite that uses its unimaginable wealth and
power to corrupt governments, agencies, NGOs and
institutions and orchestrate world events to generate
more of the same.
Okay, so back to the question: Who are they?
Let’s start with the low-hanging fruit.
Although he’s not the absolute top of the pyramid,
people have figured out that World Economic Forum
founder Klaus Schwab is quarterbacking the overall
strategy to usher in what he calls the Fourth Industrial
Revolution (4IR) and its Internet of Things (IoT) and
Internet of Bodies (IoB) (all the cyborg marriage of man
and machine stuff ). Like a spider in its web, Schwab sits

at the center of the Davos set and its interlocking circle
of secretive organizations, some of which were founded by the Rockefeller’s. These include the Bilderberg
group, Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Trilateral
Commission, Club of Rome, and (especially) the Round
Table Group.

Meshing with these organizations, and centrally coordinating them, is the United Nations (whose New York
headquarters sits on Rockefeller-donated land) and its
offshoot agencies such as the World Health Organization
(WHO), International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World
Bank. The UN and its toxic offspring are not quite the
League of Nations many presume: in fact, these agencies
have economically colonized hundreds of poor countries around the world on behalf of rich nations and, in
the case of the WHO, have experimented for decades in
sterilization of human populations via vaccines, mostly in Africa and India. The UN’s Organization for the
Prevention of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) even falsified results from its investigations into gas attacks in
Syria, which were staged by Western-backed mercenaries and not President Assad. When OPCW whistleblowers came forward, they were silenced and their claims
were ignored. Just who are they
protecting, exactly?
These UN agencies have
massive conflicts of interest in
their funding and staffing; the
WHO fronts for the pharmaceutical industry, of which it’s
a near wholly-owned subsidiary. Private interests coordinate
the corrupt UN agencies with
equally corrupt national agencies such as the USA’s Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and
Center for Disease Control or
CDC, which has been exposed
for funding secret and illegal
“gain of function” virus bioweapon programs in a Wuhan laboratory. The main go-between
is Bill Gates — the calculating
and sociopathic (according to his
business partners) tycoon who
cornered the software market
and now plans — as the world’s
most famous non-doctor — to
corner the “healthcare” industry and its highly lucrative vaccine arm. (Gates, let’s not forget,
paralyzed 500,000 young girls in India, before using his
wealth to scrub that fact from the internet.) Fauci is an
old research and business partner of Gates, as was Jeffrey
Epstein, who ran the Mossad honeytrap that ensnared
prominent politicians and influencers, including cer-

tainly Prince Andrew and Bill Clinton, plausibly former
President Donald Trump, and possibly Gates himself. (Is
that why Melinda is leaving?)
Some of these men are the richest and most powerful in the world. Or so we’re told. In my years of independent research, watching documentary series like
Oliver Stone’s The Untold History
of the United States or reading
books like Howard Zinn’s A
People’s History of America and
John Perkins’ Confessions of an
Economic Hitman (and most
recently Jeff Berwick’s tome
The Controlled Demolition of
the United States), I often had
a sense of a thumb on history’s scale. It seemed like shadowy actors were pulling strings
behind the scenes.
Enter the researchers and
journalists that the legacy
media has gone out of its way
to discredit. These include some
prominent conspiracy theorists
whose ideations now seem eerily prescient about secret societies and a planned globalist
takeover. Their suggestions that
long-established oligarchies
work through secret societies
gained credibility in 2020 with
revelations about the upper-tier
Freemasons, Skull and Bones
alumni, Bohemian Grove, and
the Jesuits (including the papacy itself, that’s endorsing the
dangerous inoculation program
which uses aborted fetus cells).
The work of these high-profile
investigators is supported by less
famous research journalists including Canada’s James
Corbett, Australia’s Max Igan, Ireland’s Dave Cullen,
and America’s Whitney Webb, who together have proven Big Data is working with Big Pharma to install an
AI-controlled technocracy.
But it was only when I encountered research on the
Committee of 300 that I felt the curtains open fully on
the families and corporations that rule our world. As
Conspiracy Wiki describes it, the Committee of 300 is
“an international council which determines the political,
economical, banking, media, and the military policy for
centralized global efforts.”
This exclusive club evolved from the British East India
Company, established in 1727 by British aristocrats who
referred to themselves as the “Olympians.” The number 300 is derived from an article by Walter Rathenau
of General Electric who wrote in 1909 that, “Three hundred men, all of whom know
one another, direct the economic destiny of Europe and choose
their successors from among
themselves.” In partnership with
the Dutch East India Company,
the British overlords established
vast fortunes via the opium trade
in Asia that they controlled,
much as they still control the
heroin and other drug trades in
the world today, laundering their
profits through banks they also
own or control.
The go-to reference for all this
is Conspirators Hierarchy: The
Story of the Committee of 300
— a book written by Dr. John
Coleman, a former MI6 British
Intelligence agent and whistleblower whose more than 10
books uncover the New World
Order and how the committee
socially engineers various crises to accrue more wealth and
power to its members. This paragraph from the book summarizes
Coleman’s claim:
“The Committee of 300 is the ultimate secret society
made up of an untouchable ruling class, which includes
the Queen of England, the Queen of the Netherlands,
See, ‘Cabal?’ p. 7
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Cabal In Control?
Continued from p.6

the Queen of Denmark and the royal families of Europe.
These aristocrats decided at the death of Queen Victoria,
the matriarch of the Venetian Black Guelphs that, in
order to gain world-wide control, it would be necessary
for its aristocratic members to ‘go into business’ with the
non-aristocratic but extremely powerful leaders of corporate business on a global scale, and so the doors to ultimate power were opened to what the Queen of England
likes to refer to as ‘the commoners’.“
The committee is behind the money laundering
and tax avoidance schemes coordinated by the City of
London — a corporation (not a municipality) exposed
in the brilliant documentary The Spider’s Web: Britain’s
Second Empire — and the social engineering policies advanced by Oxford University Fabian socialists
that include Canada’s Deputy Prime Minister Chrystia
Freeland (a George Soros acolyte who’s also Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau’s handler). Coleman describes
how social engineering techniques developed by the
UK’s Tavistock Institute are disseminated by Chatham
House (the Royal Institute of International Affairs)
and used in divide-and-conquer strategies to colonize
domestic and foreign populations, ergo the Soros, and
China-funded BLM group, and the various gender and
racial identity politics schemes currently shredding
civil society.
According to Coleman, notable Committee of 300
members include: the British and Dutch royal families,

the House of Hapsburg, Lord Halifax,
Winston Churchill, Cecil Rhodes,
George Bush, Aldous Huxley, Henry
Kissinger, David Rockefeller, Giuseppe
Mazzini and H.G. Wells. His account
of Kissinger’s career substantiates how
UK oligarchs dictate American foreign and domestic policy, and foment
wars wherein these people profit from
funding and arming all sides. And the
cesspool known as the New York Port
Authority deserves mentioning, as it
coordinates real estate schemes via
which American tax dollars are diverted to support offshore schemes.
The Committee of 300, or a subset, is
likely behind the Georgia Guidestones
— a NWO monument erected in 1980 in Elbert County,
Georgia that promotes reduction of the human population to just 500 million souls. COVID, it appears, will
midwife the global warming/climate change agenda,
i.e., the committee’s ultimate Net Zero Carbon scheme
in which the majority of human beings have no place.
Of course, Coleman’s work needs updating, but
knowing who the conspirators are will greatly assist
resistance leaders like Robert Kennedy Jr. and Del
Bigtree in their legal actions against corrupt companies
and agencies, and Germany’s Dr. Reiner Fuellmich —
an international trial lawyer who successfully sued
large fraudulent corporations like Volkswagen and

Deutsche Bank — and his team of 1,000 lawyers and
10,000 doctors who plan to establish Nuremberg 2.0
trials.
We’re naming names now. Action will follow.
Guy Crittenden is a freelance writer and author of
the award-winning book The Year of Drinking Magic:
Twelve Ceremonies with the Vine of Souls (Apocryphile
Press, San Francisco). Follow Guy at HipGnosis.co
Editor’s note: Not all points in this article are necessarily reflective of the views and beliefs of Druthers, however, we do feel these are topics that warrant further public investigation and as such, we are happy to print this
article to stimulate deeper discussions among the public.

Is There Already A World Government?
By David Wilson

W

ithin months of a pandemic being declared,
virtually all governments throughout the world
had agreed on an almost identical response.
These are the same countries that over decades and centuries have failed to agree on religion, language, cuisine,
currency or how best to run a football tournament.
At the World Economic Forum’s (WEF’s) annual meeting in Davos on January 24th 2020, Bill Gates’ ‘Coalition
for epidemic preparedness and innovations’ held a press conference to
announce a new partnership to develop
vaccines for ‘covid-19’. At this stage, the
number of confirmed worldwide cases
was still in the hundreds. So this doesn’t
look like a rapid response, it looks preemptive. But to what extent are Gates
and others planning ahead to protect
health worldwide, and to what extent
are they actually inflating the idea of a
pandemic, then sponsoring the media
to paint it big and bad enough to bring
the world to its knees, and then miraculously have the cure rolling out within
months to save us all? It all looks a little…
manufactured.
The pandemic was declared by the
WHO on the 11th March 2020 and within months a cast
of characters including Biden, Trudeau, Johnson and
even Prince Charles were talking about a ‘Great Reset’.
By the end of the year, Xi Jinping was on the bandwagon. How could leaders of so many diverse countries and
organisations agree on a plan, have it written up, crosschecked and rolled out in such a short time? Unless this
plan was waiting in the wings, for just such an excuse
as aworldwide pandemic? It would take a deeply cynical person to suggest that the disease might have been

deliberately released; but the UK and US going to war
with Iraq on the pretext of WMDs when there were none
dented my trust in governments, and the use of depleted Uranium, Napalm and Agent Orange shows that they
have in the past done whatever it takes and to hell with
the consequences. But, even if we give them the benefit
of doubt and say this was a naturally occurring disease
then the reaction has been so massive as to suggest there
is a bigger, hidden agenda.
Most people have great respect for the Gates’ and
Bezos’ of the world. Where would we be without comput-

ers and home delivery after all? The WEF surely mean
well, but it is important to stress they are not elected.
We pride ourselves on our democracy but these people
are not in any way accountable. The CEOs of the world’s
richest companies who all get a seat at the table didn’t
get where they are because they are kind, caring and
considerate. The only way for these companies to get a
seat at next year’s WEF is for them to remain amongst
the most profitable in the world. There are no prizes for
compassion and compromise. Imagine a company that

had seen through the enfolding plandemic and resisted the lockdown rules in order to keep their services
available, where would they be now? But those companies that rush the vaccine through make billions, getting
the laws changed along the way so that they are never
held responsible for any side-effects including deaths
of which there have been thousands. At an average of
$20 per shot, 2 doses per person and the aim of corralling all 7.8 billion inhabitants of the world; that’s $340
billion. And those pesky variants could mean another
$340,000,000,000 each next year.
We have seen the White House
change hands and it not make the
slightest difference to the WEF control
and the same would undoubtedly be
true if Labour were to be elected here.
It has crept up on us but the WEF, WHO
and IMF now appear to control the governments and the world’s nations, and
not the other way around.
It has been only 30 years since the
launch of personal computers and the
World Wide Web. So much has changed
in that time and it seems that the rate of
change will accelerate further and faster
with the rise of artificial intelligence, the
digitalisation of money, satellite surveillance, the internet of everything and
genetically modified crops, animals and humans. The
danger is that right now, the satellites are already being
launched, the banks are preparing for a cashless society
and factories and vehicles are being converted to be run
by machines not humans. And the question is...has anyone asked you if that’s what you want?
If, as looks very likely, we the 99% lose control, it is
unlikely we will ever get it back. We may continue to line
up to cast our vote, but we will be doing little more than
choosing a different coloured rosette each time.
Everyone on earth is aware that the system we live
under is potentially just and fair for all, that those who
govern can work to ensure our well- being. We simply
have to demand that we are given our say on our future,
and insist that we have a say in the big decisions that will
affect us all.
The simplest thing we can do is to talk. Talk to friends
and relatives, calmly, intelligently and persistently. To
encourage them to watch and listen to some of the excellent films and podcasts made by some very smart dissenters. If we can spread the information, change some
minds then mass noncompliance too big to be ignored
becomes possible. By joining in and speaking out, then
whatever future we face, we will be able to say that at least
we fought back.
Davidwilson244413@hotmail.com
Originally published in The Light newspaper June 2021:
www.thelightpaper.co.uk
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The Government Acting Like Our Parents Is Completely At Odds
With How A ‘Free’ Society Is Supposed To Function.
What Is The Role Of Government?
By Spencer Fernando

I

t’s something we no longer discuss much in Canada,
since all the main political parties (both provincially and federally) have decided the role of the
government is to protect you from yourself.
But shouldn’t we be discussing this? Shouldn’t
we be having a conversation about whether the government is supposed to defend our rights, or be our
parent? After all, we have completely abandoned the
idea of treating people like adults. Consider the tone
of voice many provincial leaders and public officials
use when addressing the public.
They talk as if they are speaking to children. They
talk as if everyone watching is a fool. And they talk as
if it is their job to decide how much risk we can take.
That’s how a parent talks.
By contrast, the government is supposed to be
our peer. In fact, they are supposed to serve us.
We used to use the term ‘public servant’ a lot more
often to refer to politicians, though nowadays that
rarely seems appropriate. A servant, or a peer, or
an employee. That’s how we are supposed to look at
those in office, and those who work in the government that is supposed to serve us.
But have they acted like ‘servants’ or ‘peers?’ Or
have they acted like arrogant rulers, who demand
a shocking level of power to dictate every aspect of
our lives – for our ‘own good?’ Clearly, it’s the latter.
Consider that as much of the rest of the world
opens up – including our neighbours to the south –
Canada is one of the most locked-down places, with
some provinces issuing even stricter rules in the last
few days.
Further, as we’ve seen throughout, there has been
no creative thinking, and no adaptation. For example,
at a press conference, Jason Kenney was talking about
how the United States has far more ICU beds per-capita than Alberta does. Of course, Kenney is the Premier
of the province, and is thus responsible if the system
can’t handle things. To talk as if he’s some disinterested observer noting an ICU bed disparity is quite odd.
And of course, the importance of fitness and the risk of
obesity is still completely ignored, with fitness actively
discouraged by those in power as they shut down outdoor events.
Many ‘leaders’ have also arrogantly lectured and
blamed the public, despite the many reversals, contradictions, and outright hypocrisy of politicians who
are stumbling around in chaos. How many times were
we told, “we’re all in this together,” while tens of thousands of small businesses were wiped out, hundreds
of thousands of Canadians lost their jobs, and the
politicians kept getting their full, guaranteed salary
throughout? The fact is, there was obviously one set of
rules for the politicians, and another for the rest of us.
Again, that mirrors how parents and children interact. Parents get to do many things that children can’t.
Often, we hear about the ‘do as I say, not as I do,’ attitude, and that’s exactly how governments of all stripes
have acted. Yet, the government is just a bunch of
adults, serving other adults. It shouldn’t be a parentchild relationship at all. We don’t have rights, we have
privileges. Many Canadians believe we have rights.
And sure, we have a Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
But how much good has it done in the past year and a
half? Let me ask you a few questions:
Do you have the right to leave your home and go for
a walk?
Do you have a right to keep your business open and
choose what level of risk you and your customers are
willing to face?
Do you have a right to gather with your family
indoors or outdoors?
Do you have a right to gather and worship?
Do you have a right to exercise outside?
Of course, you may think that you have those rights.
But you don’t.
If a right can be extinguished and ‘suspended’ simply on the whim of a provincial Premier (and make no
mistake, regardless of claims to be ‘following the science, this all comes down to what Premiers decide),
then it’s not a right, it’s a privilege. It’s a privilege
granted to you by politicians, just as a parent grants
their child an allowance or lets them go to their friends
house.
I really want you to think about this, and talk to
people you know about it. What rights do we really
have? Many of the most basic freedoms we assumed

were ironclad have been ‘suspended’ with shocking
ease by those in power, including by those who once
claimed they didn’t have the power or authority to do
so. Somehow, the power for politicians to restrict free-

dom in Canada always manifests itself, while our freedoms are quick to evaporate.
Many politicians now seem addicted to this
unhealthy parent-child dynamic. That’s certainly the
case for Doug Ford, who announced a ‘re-opening’
plan that is anything but:
“If you wanted to design a pandemic reopening
plan that didn’t do much actual reopening, it would
look exactly like the steaming mess Ontario Premier
Doug Ford and his skilled team of advisers deposited
on long-suffering Ontarians Thursday.

Ford’s so-called “Roadmap to Reopen” describes an
epic journey that doesn’t even begin in any significant
way until June 14. Then there will be limited retail and
some additional outdoor activity (although golf courses and tennis courts can start earlier, reopening this
long weekend) .
At a minimum, it will take an additional 42 days
to reach stage three of Ford’s plan, which is still
not a full reopening. People have sailed around the
world in less time. Ford repeatedly called his plan
“cautious.” No kidding. He thinks it won’t be safe
to get a haircut until 70 per cent of Ontarians have
received one vaccination and 20 per cent have had
two.” Indeed, while schools are going to be opened
in much of the country, they will remain closed in
Ontario.
Apparently ‘the science’ differs across provincial borders. Making this stranger is the fact that
Dr. Williams in Ontario says he’s been pushing for
school openings for some time: “Ontario’s Dr. David
Williams, just now: “I have been pushing for schools
to reopen now for 3 – 4 weeks.” !!!”
Ford – who says he’s following the experts – now
seems to simply go for the most restrictions he can.
Ford, like Trudeau, and like many other politicians
in Canada, have decided that they are meant to act
like parents and treat us like children.
Rather than give advice, and then respect the
voluntary right of Canadians to make our own
choices and take our own level of risk, they insist
on treating us as if we are children who need to be
told what to do and need to be controlled ‘for our
own good.’
And, while we are all told this is temporary, a
precedent has been set for a huge overreach of government power. What happens if an upcoming flu season
becomes more deadly than usual?
Will we all be restricted again?
Will our ‘rights’ once again be revealed as nothing
more than privileges doled out by politicians?
Instead of continuing on this anti-freedom path, it’s
time to start treating people like adults again.
This article was originally published at
www.SpencerFernando.com

Hacking Of The Human Mind:
“They” Vs “Us”
By Beverley Dujay-Macdonald

C

an you hear their laughter? Can you? It comes
from over there on the other side of the darkened glass wall…a wall that ‘they’ erected. This
wall separates us, the natural citizens of Earth from
‘they’ who live over there. Listen! Can you hear it? Their
laughter is sinister. We, over here on this side of the
wall abide by the rules…rules they have made. We are
the human beings who live on the same planet as they,
yet on unequal ground. Our
ground is lower but somehow we do not clearly see
this because most of us
have been dumbed-down
since birth…had our minds
played with. They on the
other side have convinced
us that we are free, but we
are actually their slaves.
We believe we need them.
We work for them and give
them our trust. In return,
they give us just enough so
that we think we can live
well and feel safe. But they
have more, much more of
Earth’s bounties. They have
the best. They own it all.
They own us. They laugh at
all this. We don’t acknowledge the unhealthy power
they hold over us. Instead we obey them. By obeying,
we give them more power. They laugh at our ignorance.
They laugh at us all. Can you hear them on the other side

of the wall? They who hold the controls to our lives are
all laughing. They tell us what we should do for our own
safety and well-being. And we do it. They tell us by way
of television what we need in order to enhance our lives.
And we believe it. They tell us what to eat and then they
laugh when we eat it. They know their food will harm
us. This is what they want…to harm us. They laugh
when we take their healing products…their medicines,
because they know these drugs will make our bodies
sicker. They laugh when they offer us mind-altering
substances for our pleasure because they know
these substances will soon
deaden our spirits. They
want us dead. They poison our water in the name
of health. They poison our
food in the name of feeding more people. They poison our soil in the name
of agriculture. They poison our atmosphere with
chemicals and tell us we
are mad when we mention it. They poison our
planet with technology
all in the name of progress. They build communication towers for the
technical advancement of
the human race knowing
full well their alternative
motives are for a control agenda. They create laws which
they say benefit us over here on this side, but in reality
See, ‘Are’ p.9.
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Clear As Mud: Ontario’s Three Stage Reopening Plan
Is Questioned, Ignored Or Rejected By Most
By Chuck Black

dents from traveling in the province for anything but
“essential” activities. Ignoring the edicts could bring fines

O

ntario has announced a threestep plan to reopen the province,
starting with outdoor recreational amenities, as it gradually prepares
to ease pandemic restrictions. But the
plan, announced Thursday, doesn’t seem
to have impressed anyone and doesn’t
include any plans to reopen public
schools.
The province is basing each of the
three newly defined stages of reopening on an increase of vaccination rates
amongst the general population, but
not on the amount of any actual disease
across the province.
This metric seems to guarantee the
profitability of the vaccine companies and
is pretty easy to control by constant vaccinations (and prizes for those who vaccinate the most) but doesn’t really say anything directly correlated to healthcare.
And the public seems to have finally begun to notice
the contradictions and omissions of this new plan and all
the other previous plans and has begun to ignore the provincial pronouncements.
At the very least and as outlined in the May 21 CTV
News post, “’Living my life’: People head north to cottages despite Ontario’s stay-at-home order,” large numbers
of Ontario cottage owners have decided to ignore existing
regulations and are venturing out of their communities to
travel long distances to visit their summer cottages.
This comes despite the Ontario province-wide “stayat-home” edict which officially restricts provincial resi-

and other sanctions, but the mechanisms for enforcement are spotty, open to interpretation, sometimes undefined and often confusing.
As noted in the May 17, 2021 Freedom Forum News
post, “Ontarians No Longer Listening to the Government
or Social Distancing Pronouncements,” this situation has
been slowly building for some time.
Some business sectors have also become more brazen
at publicly objecting to the reopening protocols outlined
by the Ontario government by arguing that they are arbitrary, unsupported by any independently verifiable science of medical studies and illegal under civil rights and

Are we under ‘mind control’?
Continued from p. 8

these laws are made to protect them. They blame us, the
citizens, for all of Earth’s destruction by telling us that it
is we who have demanded their products. They intentionally flaunt us with their advertisements convincing
us that we demand their supplies. And we fall for it…we
buy it. They laugh really hard at this. They have secrets
stockpiled in the earth, bounties and safety measures
for themselves, but not for us. We citizens here on the
other side don’t have the same things. If we dare complain they create “special” circumstances so that we
will fight amongst ourselves. They observe us fighting
and they laugh at this. And then they blame us for any
disastrous outcome. They step in to control us when we
get out of hand. It’s a game to them. They need something to do and so they tease us. They create a money
system. They tell us how much we can earn before they
take most of it from us. They fill their coffers with our
dollars. They laugh at us for this because they know that
we have no power to fight them. They know that we will
complain perhaps just a little, but then we will simply
carry on as their slaves. They lead us to believe that we
are free. They lead us to believe that our best interest is
in their hands. They laugh because we let them lead us.
They laugh because they set up our system to be dependent upon them and we fall for it. We give them their
power each and every day. They keep changing the laws
and the rules ever so subtly and we keep obeying. Their
laws and rules are almost impossible to challenge. We
can no longer think for ourselves. They know this and
they laugh at their brilliance. They believe their plan is
working and they have much more in store for us. They
laugh because they think they now control the cosmos.
They laugh because they know they keep cosmic secrets
to themselves. They tell us little, or nothing at all about
their discoveries. They no longer care about the Earth
for they now have their sights set on the entire Universe.
They are becoming higher and higher on their plateau,
the platform they originally had planned…the one we
helped them build. And we the citizens are sinking
down lower and lower into the abyss. We can no longer
see. Our light is slowly diminishing. And because we are
not dead yet, because we are still hard to kill, they infect
us with fear. They infect us with a virus. They laugh
when we hide from the disease…when we hide from our
own families. They laugh when they take away our jobs.
They laugh because we have become dependent upon
them for our livelihood. We think we need them to tell
us what to do. They, on the other side of the dark glass
wall, laugh a most sinister laugh. Can you hear it? They

laugh so hard because they think we can do nothing to
stop them. They think we are too afraid and too dumb to
do anything. They have deliberately made us sick. They
make us believe that we will all eventually become sicker. They create an injection; a vaccine they tell us will
save us. They enforce more poison upon us. Their egos
boast at the creation of this…their newest and perhaps
final weapon. They know we will accept their injection
for fear of our own lives. And we do …most of us. They
know we will behave like sheep, led by their command,
and run to them to be poisoned. They know they own
the means to shut us down, to close our communications, to stop us from fighting back or from talking to
each other. They are close to killing us. They think we
no longer have any power to fight back or intelligence to
care. They continue to watch us to see what we will do,
to see how we will react. They know that whenever they
implant an idea, whether good or bad, we the citizens
will put their idea to action all on our own. They watch
from behind their dark wall as we obediently march on
completing their sinister deeds for them. They laugh so
hard at this…at how easy it is to manipulate us. They
see that we are a disconnected species. And now, to finish their plan, they need just a little more time. They
need more time to enforce their greatest and final chaos
upon the citizens of Earth in order to bring us completely down. They plan to reset our planet and to eliminate most of us. And we the citizens have unconsciously aided them since the beginning of time. But TIME is
ticking…TICK-TOCK…TICK-TOCK…TICK-TOCK!
At this moment in history the cosmic clock has made
its final gong! A galactic resonance has signaled a mass
planetary awakening, a consciousness revolution…the
un-hacking of the human mind. The galactic timer
sounds its urgent momentum creating a vibration that
will not be stopped. Time is slowly shifting allowing the
other side to rise up in Light. Those awakened and who
seek justice will lead the citizens to truth. They are realizing they have the ability to quench the darkness that
currently hovers over this sovereign planet. They know
that cosmic help is here. Soon the wall will crumble and
Light will replace the darkness. But the Light may be
unfamiliar to some, for it will shine from the inside out.
This new Light, if allowed, will expand the innate abilities each human naturally possesses. It will bring to
life a new way of existing that has not been understood
before. The galactic plan is that “they” will no longer
rule “us.” But can the citizens shine enough inner light
to do this? Only time will tell. Listen… can you still hear
the laughter?

constitutional laws.
An example of this approach is the hair salon industry which, as outlined in the May 21, 2021
CTV News post, “Hair salons frustrated
over reopening snub,” are mostly up in
arms over the provincial governments
decision to only allow then to reopen in
phase two of the three step reopening protocols.
That won’t be before July at the earliest
and will drive more and more hair salons
into bankruptcy.
Schools aren’t included in the first
wave of Covid-19 re-openings either.
As noted in the May 20, 2021 Toronto
Star post, “Ontario schools could reopen
in June with a ‘manageable’ increase in
new COVID-19 cases, experts say,” no firm
plans are yet in place although it could
happen soon, maybe (or maybe not).
This ongoing uncertainty over ongoing government funded schooling has
increasingly frayed the nerves of parents
and put an entire generation of students at risk of falling
behind the educational levels of previous generations.
As noted in the May 21, 2021 Global News post,
“COVID-19: Ontario faces pushback for lack of clarity on
school reopening,” Ontario’s government is facing “criticism from doctors and teachers alike for failing to say if
and when classrooms will reopen this school year.”
The article quoted Harvey Bischof, the president
of the Ontario Secondary School Teachers’ Federation
(OSSTF) as stating that “he’d like to see the criteria the
province is using to decide whether it’s safe for schools
to reopen.”
Originally posted on FreedomForumCanada.com

Nothing Will Stop
The Faithful
Continued from p.3

elicits thousands of Canadians to stand up for their
rights as well.
Just days after the Aylmer Police and the courts order
his church to closed, Pastor Hildebrandt held an outdoor service with several hundred people showing up
in support. As Hildebrandt spoke this past Sunday, the
message was clear – the church will never be ‘closed’, the
church is the people and you cannot silence the people.
He talked about how the development of Canada included the right of religion and its fundamental providence
in the day-to-day lives of Canadians and Canadian Law.
The congregation and visitors alike shared in fellowship with a short but powerful message of hope and
unity followed by a lunch prepared by the congregation. During the picnic of a few hundred, people were
hugging, shaking hands, praying together, and meeting
friends, new and old alike and everyone there smiled
and spoke with glee.
Pastor Henry Hildebrandt will continue to defy the
brown shirts of public health officials despite the thousands of dollars in fines and court-ordered repayment of
the health official’s legal costs as he, as do thousands of
others, believes that Canadians need to have their rights
protected and not infringed upon. Pastor Hildebrandt
is the leader of the little church that could and will continue to do so.
Michael Van De Weghe is an independent journalist
Canadian Rights ET
mikieent@gmail.com

“

he church will never
be ‘closed’,
the church is the people and
you cannot
silence the people.

”
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Schooled To Be Locked Down
By Ken Lori

A

mong all things COVID most puzzling has been
our acceptance of measures given the statistics.
As of May 2, 2021:
37,742,154 Population
24,383 deaths by COVID
0.064% of Canadians dead by COVID which begs
such questions:
1. Why do we listen to government but not the
numbers?
2. Why are we afraid of questioning the measures?
3. Why is there no discussion comparing COVID
and lockdown victims?
4. Why can’t we problem-solve collectively?
5. Why can’t we recognize censorship?
6. Why are we so eager to be vaccinated?
7. Why can’t we think?
Indeed, why?
Q. Why do the majority allow and believe in such
measures or don’t believe in them but refuse to speak?
A. School. Yes, the answer to all of the above is school,
each of us by law socialized twelve years not to question
the curriculum. School is no doubt the answer – not to
the question of what society needs more but to the question of why we respond to un-debated mandates with
such trust, obedience and docility.
Consider school: five days a week for ten months
a year over twelve critical years children at their most
impressionable conform to the body politic in semidetached rows and columns strictly conditioned by rules,
norms and values. It’s not so much brainwashing as it is
identity-washing with little room for thought, discussion
or bonding which, incidentally, are why bullying and
peer pressure prevail in the classroom.
School is no doubt the Valium of the masses altering states of mind and nation while avoiding the cultivation of consciousness or scruples. Examination of moral,
social and/or biological dilemmas are not on the menu
nor are community building, real world problem-solving
or thought.
Q. What’s the most dominant institution over the way
we think, behave and respond to government?
A. School (i.e. government) where you:
1. Don’t question authority (government)
2. Don’t talk to your neighbor
3. Behave, be quiet and follow the leader (government)
4. Read (what government decides)
5. Work alone
6. Copy (what government speaks)
7. Memorize (what government writes)
8. Answer the question (that government asks)
9. Study for the test (conducted by government)
10. Live at the mercy of your environment (influenced heavily by government)
…eerily similar to our existence in lockdown.
For those not academically or socially gifted school
experience includes:
1. Feeling stupid
2. Feeling inferior
3. Alienation and exclusion
4. Resentment, anger, frustration, hostility (taken
out on peers)

How To Protect Your
Child(ren) From School
Boards In Canada
By Jenny Bedford

P

arents all across Canada are getting ticked off at
just how many decisions are being made without
them regarding their own children. With all the
extreme measures being put in place to keep our children ‘safe’ it is becoming painfully clear that the government, school boards & other public service organizations
are going way too far and are not considering the greater consequences to our children and to Canada overall.
Canadians are quickly stepping up to stop this insanity and protect their children from the harmful effects of
short sighted decisions being made by bureaucrats. The
below “Notice Of Liability” was written by volunteer lawyers (Lawyers4Truth.ca) to provide parents with a way to
claim their rights and hold school officials accountable
for their actions and for any harm done to their children.
The form on this page is an example notice for
the province of Ontario. This notice is available for every province in and territory in Canada.
To get a downloadable, printable version visit:
https://lawyers4truth.ca/school-information

5.

Need for escape/release (through alcohol, drugs,
cutting, excessive eating or dieting)
6. Need for acceptance (through gangs, cults, “bad”
influences)
7. Need for positive attention and/or love (through
social media)
8. Need for mood enhancement (through therapists, medications, formal groups)
9. Need for opportunity for active (v. passive)
involvement in community, to have purpose
10. Desperate need to avoid suffering and fit in

…which is why our neurotic approval-obsessed
national community conforms and complies without
question. It’s also why so many are not self-confident,
visionary, free thinking, research-prone, progressive or
united through mature exchange.
Again notice life as an outsider at school and in lockdown, neither life scientifically proven to be healthy.
There are no studies that demonstrate school’s positive
impact on mental, emotional, social and spiritual health
nor, incidentally, are there studies of those in lockdown.
Neither have been proven to be good for us, neither
accepted voluntarily, both imposed under threat.
Naturally a society socialized by school to believe in
its objectives would be hard pressed to notice its spiritual suicide (every desk an electric chair) or its erasure
of mind and individuality. After all school is society’s
sacred cow, the forced experience for everyone yet never
fingered as the culprit of mass psychology much less personality destruction.
At present, like school, government drags us lockstep before authority figures, their agendas explicit and
relentless: respect restrictions, not each other; answer
questions rather than question answers; listen to the
critical leader, not the critical mind; ingest information
rather than cultivate knowledge; and worship the system
rather than seek out the truth.
Q. What is the truth?
A. 0.064% of Canadians dead by COVID over sixteen
months.
Should the educated (read: indoctrinated and undermined) question the statistics they are not only enemies
of mine but mind, truth and freedom – in short, the very
embodiment and product of school. If you really think
you can catch COVID-19 alone in your vehicle I suggest
you follow the mind-washing trail back to childhood.
In the end (figuratively and literally) we have locked
down and welcome the vaccine as instructed: without
question, thought, discussion or love.
Originally published at: kenlori16.wordpress.com

NOTICE TO SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOL BOARD
(Province of Ontario)

Child Full Legal Name:
Legal Parent(s)/Guardian(s) Name:
Grade Child Presently Attends:
Name of School:
School District Number & Name:
LEGAL RIGHTS OF MY CHILD
IT IS THE RIGHT OF EACH CHILD to receive an education if such Child is between the ages of 6 and 18 and is resident in the Province of Ontario.
IT IS THE RIGHT OF EACH INDIVIDUAL, as a fundamental principle and as a matter of public policy and human rights, to be treated equally regarding
dignity, rights and responsibilities, without regard for race, religious beliefs, colour, gender, gender identity, gender expression, physical disability,
mental disability, age, ancestry, place of origin, marital status, source of income, family status or sexual orientation.
IT IS THE RIGHT OF EACH INDIVIDUAL to Life, Liberty and Security of the Person as protected by section 7 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.

FORMAL NOTICE OF NON-CONSENT & EXEMPTION
As the Legal Parent/Guardian of my Child, this letter represents FORMAL NOTICE that my Child is EXEMPT from any requirements to
wear any type of face-covering. It is my expectation that my Child will not be segregated, placed behind barriers, isolated or otherwise
discriminated against. I expressly do not provide my consent for my Child to receive any medical procedures related to COVID-19,
including but not limited to any liquid hand sanitizer, testing, collection of bodily fluids, medication, treatment or injection that interferes
with, impacts, impairs, affects or obstructs the autonomy of my Child’s physical person. This Notice revokes and supersedes any
previous consents, implied or express, provided on behalf of my Child in relation to any form or manner of treatment and is only for the
purpose of Covid-19.

PROTECTION OF THE LEGAL RIGHTS OF MY CHILD
Failure to comply with this Notice constitutes willful breach of the legal rights of my Child in Canadian Law that is punishable in accordance with
the provisions of such laws. Such laws include but are not limited to the following: Education Act , RSO 1990, c.E-2; (Ontario) Human Rights Code,
RS0 1990, c.H.19; The People’s Health Care Act, RSO 2019, c.5-Bill 74; Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c.C-46; Canadian Bill of Rights, SC 1960, c.44;
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c.11.
*Note: The rights conferred by these laws ARE NOT superseded by Administrative Policy or Regulation.
By execution of this document, I HEREBY CONFIRM THAT: I am the Legal Parent/Guardian of the Child identified above, I have the proper legal
authority to undertake the decisions described in this Notice on behalf of the Child and I understand and authorize the statements in this Notice of
my own free will and in consideration for the best interests of my Child, including the Child’s physical, psychological and emotional safety, and the
Child’s needs and circumstances.

ADDRESS:
SIGNED this ___ day of ___________ 2021.
Legal Parent/Guardian Signature:

TELEPHONE:
E-MAIL:
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Educators For Human Rights: #ProFreedom #ProHealth

E

ducators
For
Human
Rights
(EFHR) is a growing group of educators
from across Ontario,
who have come together
to raise concerns about
the harms of the measures imposed in our
schools, and the infringement on basic human rights. As
current and retired educators, our mission is to:
• Uphold our duty of care and protect the inherent
human rights of students, families, and educators.
• Defend the right of every child to quality in-person
public education, free from all forms of discrimination.
• Put students first. Lockdowns, school closures, mask
mandates, physical distancing, chemical sanitizers and
messages of fear harm children.
• Let children be children in a safe and inclusive environment that balances their physical and mental health.
• Respect each individual’s bodily integrity and freedom
of choice when it comes to health and medical intervention.
On May 6, EFHR representatives participated in a
press conference at which constitutional lawyer Rocco
Galati publicly announced his upcoming legal action
defending the rights of children, and challenging the
constitutionality of the draconian measures in schools.
A Notice of Application was filed on April 20, 2021,
against the government of Ontario and various school
boards and public health officers. If the application is
successful, any order the court gives would apply across

the province. EFHR are named as joint applicants in
the case, along with Children’s Health Defense Canada
and 18 children (represented by their litigation guardians). The Notice of Application can be viewed on the
ConstitutionalRightsCentre.ca website, where donations
in support of the legal fund can be made by clicking on
the SCHOOL ACTION button.
Two days later, on May 8, EFHR held a peaceful assembly on the lawn of Queen’s Park in Toronto. Hundreds
gathered to hear speeches from teachers, parents and students. In addition, representatives from Global Frontline
Nurses, Police
on Guard for
Thee, Save Our
Youth, as well as
an Ontario pastor, all attended
and spoke about
the impact the
current situation
is having on our
children. Thank
you to all those
who came out to
support that day,
or who viewed
the livestream.
S i m i l a r
groups of educators are organizing and mobilizing in other

provinces as well. EFHR has been coordinating with
leadership from BC Educators For Human Rights to
share strategy, resources and messaging as they build
their platforms and grow their membership. It is often
said that with rights, comes responsibility. As educators,
we believe that protecting human rights IS our responsibility.
Follow Educators For Human Rights on Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter. If you are an Ontario educator who aligns with our mission, please reach out to
EducatorsForHumanRights@protonmail.com.

A Doctor’s perspective on Covid
Continued from p.1

to censor and deceive us all; it’s genuine propaganda.

Regarding the Use of Face Masks:
The forced wearing of masks by most of the world’s
population is not unanimously supported by real science. These masks cause significant harm to our psychological, social, dermatologic, dental, systemic and otolaryngotic health. Though I generally have great health,
the masks have given me rashes and nasal symptoms
whenever I have had to wear them for prolonged periods, which resolve whenever I do not wear them for a
few days. What I find most disturbing is the elimination of
facial expressions, and hence normal visual social interaction.

Regarding Covid-19 Vaccinations:
The history of past attempts at vaccines for coronaviruses, revealed some very dangerous side effects in animal models, and the efforts were abandoned. Why would
we take a dangerous vaccine for a generally mild illness,
to which we develop herd immunity anyway? The current roll-out of fast tracked expensive experimental “vaccines” is burying the taxpayers in endless debt to the rich
and powerful villains of this story. Yet, we the people
who have been imprisoned and abused in this scandal,
are being manipulated into taking strange new injections, in hopes that we might regain some of our freedom.
Additionally, most of the so called “vaccines” are not
vaccines (unless we change the definition of vaccines).
Rather they are injections of Corona virus genes. See the
video on this site entitled: This Is Not A Vaccine. (https://
drtrozzi.com/2021/01/this-is-not-a-vaccine/)

More Scientific Study
In 2021, I continue in devote time to the study of coronavirus medical science, and geopolitics.
Ivermectin has come to light as an extremely effective

safe prevention, prophylaxis, and treatment for covid; yet
it has been suppressed by business and political interests,
while very expensive and unlawful injections of the masses are under way. Big Pharma and their political consorts
are pushing to administer these experimental injections
into the world’s population, even infants and children. In
reality, the SARS-CoV2 poses very little threat to almost
everyone but the very vulnerable persons who are similarly vulnerable to many viruses and other illnesses.
Children have zero risk of death from covid-19 but
are being severely damaged by the lockdowns, facial barriers (“masks”), isolation, and denial of many essential
elements of childhood. Similarly, almost everyone but
the very old or ill, have almost no risk of death or serious
injury from coronavirus infection.
It is strongly my diligently researched conclusion that
I do not want, nor do I recommend the experimental
injections for the vast majority of people. Similarly, I do
not support many measures like the “case” count generating PCR “test”, lockdowns, and forced wearing of harmful facial barriers.
Big Pharma is promoting the idea that new variants of
SARS-CoV2 will require injections for immunity updates,
as well as more fear and lockdowns. However, the most
distant variant currently is 99.7% genetically identical to
SARS-CoV2. SARS-CoV1 and SARS-CoV2 are only 80%
genetically identical, yet we now know that exposure
to SARS-CoV1 17 years ago, made people persistently
immune to many coronavirus’s including SARS-CoV2 to
this day. As experts like Dr Michael Yeadon explain, this
makes it virtually impossible that immunity to SARSCoV2 will not work for one of these subtle variants.
Research within the last year shows that many people,
likely well above 50% are immune to SARS-CoV2 without any experimental injection. They are immune due to
prior SARS-CoV1 exposure; or exposure to SARS-CoV2
in the past year and a half. Further, SARS-CoV2 is a very
mild or asymptomatic experience for about 80% of peo-
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ple, and only a very small percent, less than 0.1 %, are at
serious risk from this cold.
Pushing experimental injections on the masses as is
currently happening, severely violates the Nuremberg
Code for medical experimentation. Many covid protocols are likewise crimes against humanity in violation of
the Nuremberg Code, and other legal standards such as
civil liberties.

Personal Decisions
To honor the Golden Rule and the Hippocratic Oath,
while obeying the Nuremberg Code, I continue committed to my responsibility as a physician, to research thoroughly and share my insights honestly. In the current situation, this requires that I surrender my income, and yet
commit my time, energy, and resources to this important
work.
I have resigned all my hospital positions thus forfeiting my entire income. I have sold my house and greatly
downscaled my family’s standard of living, while surviving on limited savings, and committed myself to do my
part to help counter the criminal covid enterprise.
I pray that I may help contribute to an outcome that is
true and just, and the return of our free society, and civil
liberties. I believe that we are almost all victims in this,
regardless of where we are on the path for the recovery
of truth.
I am grateful to everyone else doing your part in this
fight, and for all forms of support from prayer, to sharing
our articles and videos, as well as financial donations.
We have also included some very relaxing music on
our site which can be enjoyed for free or purchased to
also help support the work we are doing.
Sincere blessings,
Dr. Mark Trozzi.
This article was originally published on Dr Trozzi’s website
at: http://drtrozzi.com

Views of columnists and bylined feature writers as
expressed are not necessarily those of DRUTHERS.
Special thanks to all those giving their valuable time to
help freely distribute DRUTHERS.
Thank you also to all who have generously donated to
make this free newspaper a reality.
Although the paper is FREE, it costs us to produce, print
and distribute it. If you appreciate our efforts, please help
the truth be told by making a donation.
You can donate here: druthers.net/donate
Or send an e-transfer to: admin@druthers.net

“Please world, be kind to one another. We really are just one big earth family.
Thank you. I love you. Keep on passing it on.”
- Shawn Jason
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Absurdity Observer
A List Of Some Of The Most Absurd Things That Have Happened In Recent Weeks
• The Supreme Court of Nova Scotia has issued an
injunction that bans any anti-lockdown protest and
allows police to arrest anyone that either participates
in a protest or promotes a protest on social media. The
ban came just in time for the “Worldwide Freedom
Rally” that drew in tens-of-thousands of protesters across Canada, including an estimated 20k in
Toronto.
• Musician Eric Clapton blames propaganda for his
disastrous COVID-19 vaccine experience. Clapton
experienced severe side effects for weeks after his
first and particularly his 2nd shot of AstraZeneca’s
COVID vaccine. “My hands and feet were either frozen, numb, or burning, and pretty much useless for two weeks, I
feared I would never play again,”
Clapton wrote in a letter posted to
Telegram, “but the propaganda said
the vaccine was safe for everyone.”

• Dr. Fauci, chief medical advisor to the White House,
says wearing masks could become a seasonal thing
after the pandemic to help avoid spreading or contracting respiratory illnesses like the flu.
• UFOs are here! The Pentagon has confirmed
more videos of UFO footage taken by the US Navy.
According to the Department of Defense, the newly
leaked footage, and other videos from previous years,
are part of an ongoing investigation since their activity has become “increasingly bold.” As a former Navy
Chief who witnessed the UFOs explained, the objects
“indicate a technology that outstrips our arsenal by
at least 100 to 1000 years.”

• Despite only 1131 children
receiving the shot during the
trial, the Pfizer vaccine has
now been approved by the FDA’s
“Emergency Use Authorization”
and Health Canada’s “Interim
Order Authorization” for children
aged 12-15. The children’s dose is
the same as the adult dose and a
significant degree of adverse reactions were noted, including arm
pain (90.5%), fatigue (77.5%), headache (75.5%), chills (49.2%), muscle pain (42.2%), fever (24.3%), and
joint pain (20.2%). 4 children in the
vaccine group developed a psychiatric disorder, compared to 0 in the
control.
• Experts call out the CDC for making a huge exaggeration by claiming
“less than 10% of covid transmission occurs outdoors” when their
own data shows the true number to
be below 0.1%. In fact, there is not a single documented COVID infection anywhere in the world from casual outdoor interactions (most outdoor transmission is
reported by intimate workplace settings).
• “I want to show people there is no danger in getting vaccinated. On the contrary, it will protect
us.” -India’s Health Ambassador and actor Vivekh
declared on national TV as he took the COVID-19 vaccine. He passed away 24-hours later of a blood clot.
• In the city of Toronto and the Peel region of Ontario
(and in Manitoba, BC, and Nova Scotia) children
aged 12 and up do not need parental consent to get
the covid vaccine. Select locations are also handing
out incentives, such as ice cream at Nathan Phillips
Square.
• Increasing rates of gastroenteritis, particularly in
children, are being reported throughout the world
and experts now suggest the increased use of hand
sanitizers may be responsible. A roughly four-fold
increase in Gastroenteritis has been observed in
Australia, New Zealand, and Taiwan.

(Washington, DC), a Six Flags ticket (Illinois), and the
city of Detroit is offering $50 prepaid cards to people
who take their neighbors to get a shot.
• The World Economic Forum urged companies
to fire unvaccinated employees as part of “Jobs
Reset.” The now deleted tweet by @WEF said “Get you
COVID-19 jab or you could face consequences from
your employer” and included an infographic stating
that 56% of employers require some or all employees
to be vaccinated.
• The Public Health Agency of Canada has finally
admitted we have a “residual positive” problem with
the COVID-19 PCR test. In the past, hundreds of travelers were unable to return to Canada
due to continuously testing positive
for weeks or even months after recovering from the virus. Canada’s new
rule allows for positives to enter the
country if they can prove that their
first positive was between 14-90 days
ago.
•
Saskatoon police aim to
crackdown on pandemic restriction protests by outing attendees.
Saskatoon police recently released
photos to the public in an effort to
“help identify” people who protest
COVID-19 public health measures.
•
The Federal government is
asking Canadians to take a “leap of
faith” that Bill C-10 won’t hurt free
speech. The bill, aimed at changing
social network algorithms to favor
Canadian government funded and
approved media, is “full of murky
details” and may result in newsfeeds
that favor more “authoritative sources” according to experts.

• Emails from the American Federation of Teachers
to the CDC reveal the union convinced the CDC to
change their guidelines on school reopenings and
rank schools as a “high risk” for community transmission (despite a lack of scientific evidence). In at least
2 instances, language of suggestions offered by the
union were adopted nearly verbatim in the final text
of the CDC document.
• Many residents in 2 Ontario nursing homes hit hard
by the coronavirus died not from COVID-19, but
from neglect,with 26 deaths attributed to dehydration, the Canadian military says in a report obtained
by the Globe and Mail. “All they needed was water
and a wipe down.”
• Ohio’s “Vax-a-Million” lottery (where 5 vaccinated
people win $1 million dollars) is drawing controversy because the winning money will be pulled
from the state’s Coronavirus Relief Fund. Ohio is
also using this money to award 5 students with 4-year
scholarships. Other states are offering less exciting
incentives, such as $100 savings bonds (in WV), a
beer and season pass to state parks (NJ), a weed joint

•
Experts say CDC’s summer
camp rules are “cruel” and “irrational.” The CDC’s newly released guidance for summer camps include: masks must be
worn at all times (even outdoors, even if vaccinated,
for children as young as 2 -with only exceptions for
swimming and eating where campers must be at least
6 feet apart). Campers must remain at least 3 feet
apart from each other at all times including, again,
outdoors. Campers should be cohorted and never
mix. And art supplies, toys, books, and games are not
to be shared.
• A Halifax man was charged for an “attempted hiking trip.” RCMP charged the man $2,422 for violating
the Health Protection Act since he was conducting
“non-essential travel.”
• Dr. Anthony Fauci (chief medical advisor to the
US president and NIAID director) perjured himself
before congress. His statement, “the NIH has not ever
and does not now fund gain-of-function research in
the Wuhan Institute of Virology” is simply not true.
NIH’s funding to the Wuhan Institute of Virology is
well documented on both the NIH RePORT site, and
in the PNAS research article SARS-like WIV1-CoV
poised for human emergence.
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